
Syllabus
Philosophy 175 

Kant
Winter, 2019

Lecture: 125 Olson, MW 4:10-6:00
Instructor: Dr. G. J. Mattey 
Office: 2298 Social Science and Humanities
E-Mail: gjmattey@ucdavis.edu
Phone: (530) 754-0709
Office Hours:  M 12-1, F 2-3 and by appointment

Web Page: http://hume.ucdavis.edu/mattey/phi175/index.html

Topic:  The course covers Kant’s monumental Critique of Pure Reason.

Readings:  All readings for the course will be linked to the class Web page.

Paper Topics:  All paper topics will be posted on the class Web page and on Canvas.

Final Examination: Monday, March 18, 8:00-10:00 A.M.

 
Grades will be based on three short papers (25% each) and a final examination (25%). The final
will  be  comprehensive.  The  examination  must  be  taken  at  the  time  scheduled,  unless  prior
permission to change the time is given by the instructor. All work must be completed for the
course to be passed. Incompletes will be given only if the instructor is consulted before the final
examination.

mailto:gjmattey@ucdavis.edu


Reading Assignments

Month Day Topic Critique Prolegomena

January 7 Introduction to Kant 117-120

9 “Leibniz-Wolff” Metaphysics 5-40, 323-343, 755-774 1-8

14 Analytic and Synthetic Judgments 43-68, 668-687 9-22

16 Space 71-81 23-29

21 No Class

23 Time 85-87

28 Transcendental Idealism 81-84, 87-104 29-33, 105-108

30 Metaphysical Deduction 129-140 35-43, 60-63

February 4 Transcendental Deduction 141-150, 175-185

6 Transcendental Deduction 185-203

11 Substance 204-209, 220-233, 247-258

13 Causality 259-276

18 Possibility, Necessity, Existence 283-288, 292-302

20 No Class

25 The External World 288-292, 400-418

27 Phenomena and Noumena 303-322

March 4 Rational Psychology 346-387, 424-441

6 The Magnitude of the World 442-464, 525-529 76-78

11 Freedom vs. Determinism 473-481, 535-553 78-82

13 Existence of God 530-616 82-83, 85-98



Cell Phone Policy: Cell phones must be turned off while class is in session, unless the student
obtains prior permission from the instructor to leave his or her phone on.  Students observed
using cell phones during class will be asked to turn them off.  Subsequent use will result in the
student being asked to leave the class for the rest of the session.

Student Code of Academic Conduct: http://sja.ucdavis.edu/files/cac.pdf

Academic Participation Program: Students are now required to verify that they have begun
this course, if they are registered.  Go to https://participate.ucdavis.edu/

General  Education:  The  course  fulfills  requirement  for  Arts  and  Humanities  and  Writing
Experience.

Arts and Humanities

Philosophy is  traditionally  considered  one of  the central  disciplines  in  the  humanities.   The
course covers the work of one of the main figures of the European Enlightenment who  is central
to  the  understanding  of  contemporary  thinking  about  human  beings  and  their  place  in  the
cosmos.  Central topics include the nature of the human mind and its relation to the human body
and  to  nature  more  generally,  whether  humans  were  created  by  a  God,  how  far  human
knowledge extends, and whether human beings have free will.  All assignments in the course are
directed toward understanding the development of philosophical theories addressing these topics.

Writing Experience

Students are to complete  three four-page papers on assigned topics.   Assessment of the first
paper  will  include  substantive,  individualized  written  feedback  to  help  them  develop  their
writing skills in preparation for the second paper.  

Plagiarism:   Using the work of others without  proper citation constituted  plagiarism,  which
violates  the  Student  Code  of  Academic  Conduct  (see  above  for  link).   Students  who  are
suspected of plagiarism will be referred to Student Judicial Affairs.  In this course, there are three
sources of material which might be plagiarized.  The first is the original philosophical texts read
in the course.  The material may be paraphrased in your own words, but if a substantial phrase is
taken from a philosopher, it must be placed in quotation marks and the page number cited.  The
second is commentary on the original texts, which might appear in books and articles (either in
print  or  on  line).   Quotation  marks  and  page  citations  are  required  once  again  for  exact
quotations.  If general ideas are taken from other sources, the sources must be cited as well.  The
third source of plagiarized material is unpublished work, especially that of other students, most
typically  others  in  the class.   It  is  permissible  to  discuss the paper  assignments  with fellow
students, but their ways of specifically presenting the material may not be used.  The document
below from Student Judicial Affairs provides further guidance for avoiding plagiarism.

http://sja.ucdavis.edu/files/cac.pdf





